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Dolly Coat | Oatmeal
Selena Blouse | Graphic Dye

Julia Denim | Pure Blue Wash

FOR A WALKWAY WITH YOUR KIDS. TO DISCOVER. 
FOR PLACES WHERE YOU CAN’T GO WITH THE 

BUGGY. WHEREVER YOU GO, YOU CAN ALWAYS 
TAKE THE WILDRIDE. THE PERFECT FOLLOW-UP 

FOR BELLY PACKS. 
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wildride brown leopard

                  about
 

Where it all started

We believe that you should be outside with your children as much as possible!

When, in early 2020, Covid-19 hit our society hard, we all ended up inside. The 
places where we often and happily came with our children, which we knew 
well, closed from one day to the next. Outside these places, the schools and 

day care facilities also closed. This caused a lot of anger and misunderstanding 
in society, but resulted in new possibilities in daily care and education.

Renewed knowledge about the place where you live, the city or the beach 
taught us how much satisfaction you get from a walk with your little ones. Du-
ring this long period and several lockdowns, we have rediscovered the nature 
around us, the empty cities, the harsh beaches and other areas that we might 

have forgotten because of our busy daily life.



Wildride Zebra

We believe that you can enjoy with and with your children 
enormously while keeping them supported and safe with 

you.

As we walked through those forests, we discovered more 
and more that our children really want to go out on their 
own, want to discover for themselves, but just need that 
arm every now and then. But often wanted to run again. 

We also found out that it is not a choice for your little one, 
it is just a process of learning to walk. By using different 
baby carriers, belly carriers, back carriers that can grow 

with your child, we found out that these are all developed 
from the carrying principle, from the baby. None have been 
developed from the toddler. Little Knives and Toddlers want 
to run, walk, crawl and play and go on adventures whene-

ver they want. But every now and then they need a place 
to rest before they can set off for the next adventure. And 

where better than on the arm of your father or mother?

Unfortunately, those arms don’t always have the strength 
or stamina to carry on. And that is how the Wildride was 

conceived. A child carrier which offers you a simple, light, 
small but trendy solution to always carry your little one.

What we learned

wildride zebra
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12 Wildride brown leopard

Silva dress | road trail

We believe we have created a kid-friendly experience.

The Wildride, the toddler swing carrier, was developed 
with the idea of offering your child love and affection. 
And at the same time to offer you comfort as a parent 

when you have to. 

The Wildride is produced in the Netherlands by people 
at a distance from the labor market.

What we came 
up with



wildride brown leopard

wildride houndstooth



Gill Dress | Ginger Biscuit

Pouches

gold velvet pouch | hounstooth carrier

terra pouch | terra carrier beige pouch | zebra carrier black pouch | grey leopard carrier

brown linen pouch | brown leopard carrier denim pouch | brown leopard carrier lila rib pouch | brown waffle carrier



dark zebra pouch | crem waffle carrier light zebra pouch | beige carrier houndstooth pouch | olive rib carrier

brown waffle pouch | zebra carrier creme waffle pouch | olive rib carrier seablue waffle pouch | creme rib carrier

mauve padded pouch | olive rib carrier khaki padded pouch | lila rib carrier



Press



Luxe

velvet gold carrier velvet purple carrier creme rib carrier olive rib carrier



New

linen brown carrier lila rib carrier

linen brown carrier



Printed

zebra carrier
brown leopard carrier grey leopard carrier



Waffle collection

creme waffle carrier brown waffle carrier seablue waffle carrier
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Basics

denim carrier army carrier black carrier terra carrier



Our new basic
The beige

beige carrier



whow we are

olive rib

First, we are loving parents.

Wildride is the creation of Britt Schoorl and Joost Hultink, a 
Dutch duo with several decades of experience in fashion, 

marketing and e-commerce. But more important than anything, 
experience with children! Britt, mother of two, has a broad career 

as head of design for a well-known fashion brand. 
Father of three, Joost has a diverse career in advertising, e-com-

merce and marketing for different brands.

Our mission

We want to make every trip with your little one as pleasant as 
possible, so that you can always enjoy it as much as possible!

wildride_official
wildride.store

#itsawildride



www.circleoftrust.nl

‘THE TODDLER SWING CARRIER”
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